A 22-year-old man presented with obstructive jaundice. His workup revealed cholelithiasis and obstruction of the lower end of the common bile duct (CBD) by a stone. He underwent endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) elsewhere; the CBD was cleared, and a 7-Fr pancreatic stent was placed to prevent pancreatitis arising from repeated pancreatic duct cannulation. The pancreatic stent was found to have migrated proximally at 1 week and the patient was referred to us. Pancreatic imaging showed the stent deep in the pancreatic duct (distal to the genu) (Fig. 1). Stent retrieval was attempted with a biliary stone extractor balloon, foreign body forceps, basket and snare, however, the stent could not be retrieved. A guidewire was placed through the stent and a 5-Fr stent was placed within it, with the distal end in the duodenal lumen (Fig. 2). At a repeat attempt at endoscopic retrieval after 3 days, the smaller stent was pulled out with a snare and the initial, displaced stent came out along with the smaller stent. Proximal migration of pancreatic stent occurs in nearly 5.2% of cases and is more common in patients with dysfunction of the sphincter of Oddi or with stent length > 7 cm [1]. If the migrated stent is not retrieved, it may cause stricture of the duct and irreversible loss of pancreatic function [2]. Usually traction is applied for stent retrieval, using a biliary stone extractor balloon or a stent-pulling device, which draws the migrated stent into the duodenal lumen. Various devices that can be used for stent retrieval are the biliary stone extractor balloon, foreign body grasp forceps, snare, basket, Soehendra stent retriever, SpyGlass assistance, and interventional cardiology accessories. In difficult cases surgery may be considered [3]. A second stent placed within the migrated stent provides traction from within, which might aid in pulling the migrated stent to the duodenum. In conclusion, in this article, we have described a novel method for retrieval of a migrated pancreatic stent, although this method is not applicable for 5-Fr stents.
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